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I. INTRODUCTION 

As in most developing economies, agriculture plays a crucial role 

in the economic development of Turkey. The agricultural sector for a long 

period of time has been subjected to direct and indirect government 

intervention. Various instruments of agricultural policy such us; output 

support prices, input subsidies, quotas, tariffs, credits, taxes, land· 

distribution, extension services, etc. have been employed to achieve 

various objectives such as; reduction of income and price instability, 

stimulation of output and income, satisfaction of domestic demand, 

improving balance of payments, etc. An obvious implication of the multiplicity 
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of targets and instruments available to achieve them is the problem of 

choice between various instruments to reach certain targets and more 

important than that is the problem of conducting consistent agricultural 

policies. Because of the complexities of the substitution and complementary 

effects inherent in the target and instrument packages, the consequences 

of a given policy measure on various targets is not obvious a priori. 

The impact of several policy measures cannot be approximated just by 

adding up the impacts of such measures taken in isolation, and piece-meal 

analysis of agricultural policies can be quite misleading 

The Agricultural Sector Model for Turkey (TASM) is developed to 

provide an internally consistent, quantitative framewqrk of analysis to 

evaluate the effects of policy interventions. In this paper the resource 

allocations in Turkish agriculture, as a result of the shift of emphasis 

in Turkey 1 s foreign trade regime in recent years towards "outward looking" 

and 11 liberalization" policies and the likelihood that Turkey may gain 

full membership in the EEC will be analyzed within the context of TASM. 
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II. THE BASIC STRUCTURE OF TASM 

The model used to simulate the agricultural sector and the 

resource allocation effects of partially and completely liberalized 

foreign trade regime on agricultural production, consumption and trade 

patterns is a partial equilibrium, static, optimization model. 

The objective function maximized in the model is the sum of the 

consumers' and producers 1 surp l'us, plus net export revenue, and minus 

the reservation wage of labor. Risk costs are included as part of the 

production costs. Given the structure of consumer demands, production 

activities and trade possibilities, optimality entails equating supply 

to domestic plus foreign demand and prices to marginal costs for all 

commodities, making provisions for risk and allowing for the reservation 

wages for labor, taking also into account of changes in income that any 

reallocation of resources implies and its effects; on price responsive 

consumers' demand schedules. 

The core of the model consists of the production activities and 

--resource constraints. The input and output coefficients for single crop' 

production and rotations are specified for each unit of land. In addition 

to land, other input requirements for production are labor, tractor, 

animal power, seed and capital. Animal power is supplied by livestock' 

production activities, and seed is supplied by the crop producti~n 

activities. Labor, tractor and animal powers are divided into four calendar 

quarters. The model is given a choice of two production techniques, animal 

or mechanized. It can assign any combination of weights to these two 

techniques to produce a single crop, depending on the optimal allocation 

of resources, 
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The livestock sub-sector Horks similar to the crop sub-sector. 

Tltu explicit production cost for animal husbandry is labor. Other inputs 

required are cereals, stratvs and forage, which are by-products- of crops; 

and concentrates ~;hich are derived from crops processed for human 

consumption. Pasture land is also required for animal grazing, with the 

exception of poultry to supplement livestock feeding. In addition meat, 

milk, hide, ~;ool and eggs, the livestock production activities also 

provide animal power used in crop production activities. 

The commodities p"roduced by the production activities are then 

distributed between: (i) domestic demand generated through demand curves, 

(ii) demand for cereals used for feeding in the livestock sector, (iii) 

demand for seeds used in crop production activities, (iv) exports in ra~; 

form, (v) exports in processed form. On the supply side, besides the 

domestic production, some commodities are allowed to be imported at 

exogenous prices. 

Since generally the data availahle are most reliable at the 

farmgate level, prices and some quantities used in the model are 

incorporated at this level. Import price is then CIF price plus the 

transportation and marketing margins, export price is FOB minus the 

margins, for all commodities in raw or processed forms. The domestic 

demand functions are also calculated at the farmgate level. 

In addition to commodity balance equations, trade, production, 

area, etc. limit equations may be used for model validation,. as market 

absorption constraints or for different policy experiments. The convexity 

constraints are used to ensure that at most two adjacent segments of 

the demand functions are selected by the model solution. The model also 
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incorporates features such as (i) linearized demand functions, (ii) risk 

aversion, (iii) price-responsive input supply and (iv) income effects 

that improve its realism and bring its performance closer to a general 

equilibrium mode. 

Various features of the model structure are presented in Schemas 

l-4 and the algebraic statement of TASM are given in Equation sets (1)

* (23) on the following pages. 

* Further details on the model structure can b.e found in Le-Si, Scandizzo 
and Kasnakoglu (lg83) and Kasnakoglu (1983). 
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Ill. THE !lATA 

TASM is based on 15 types of orchards, 70 crop rotations and 7 

livestock activities. Taking into arcount the two production techniques, 

namely mechanized and non-mechanized for crop production, the total 

number of production activities specified in the model in 176. 

The data used in the model are gathered mainly from SIS, SPO, 

FAO, TOPRAKSU and WORLD BANK sources. The lack of Turkish statistics 

suitable for this kind of modelling exercises forced the researchers to 

piece together the required data from differenent sources, and in many 

cases to employ not yet published raw data. In what follows we briefly 

. . * state the nature of the data employed ln thls paper . 

Crop Production Activities 

... ** In TASM there are 46 annual crop and 15 perennial crop act1v1t1es 

The input-output coefficients corresponding to these activities, with 

the exception of rice, hazelnuts, tea, soy abean and sesame for mechanized 

'''.,,.t~chnology are based on the ongoing "Production Inputs and Costs of 

Agricultural Crops in Turkey" research conducted by TOPRAKSU. The data 

collected by TOPRAKSU using daily bookkeeping method is the most reliable 

data of its kind currently available in Turkey despite its limitations 

of coverage and biases towards mechanized technology. The non-mechanized 

activity coefficients are calculated using a conversion factor of 1/10 

for tractor power and animal power, from the mechanized activity 

coefficients reported in TOPRAKSU data. 

* Further details on the data can be found in Le-Si, Scandizzo, Kasnak
oglu (1983) and Kasnakoglu (1983). 

** See the algebraic statement of TASM for the crops incorporated in TASM. 
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Crop Rotation Activities 

70 crop rotations practiced or feasible in Turkey are generated 

from the 46 crop activities for each of the two technologies as-linear 

combinations of the single crop activities. The introduction of rotation 

activities on the one hand frees TASM to some extent from the limitation 

of fixed production technology inherent in linear programming models and on 

the other hand makes· possible the incorporation of agronomic constraints 

. . . * that cannot eas1ly be spec1fied by mathematical equat1ons 

livestock Activities 

The 7 livestock activities specified in TASM include sheep, 

ordinary goat, Angora goat, cattle (cow, oxen, bull, young cattle), buffalo; 

mule (horse, mule, donkey) and poultry (hens, cocks, turkey). On the 

input side, besides outputs and by-products from crop activities 

(feed grains, forage, fodder and concentrates), pasture land and labor 

are· required. The output of the livestock activities include meat, milk, 

wool, hide and eggs in addition to animal power provided to crop· 
'<"~ 

'<·jJToduction activities** 

Inputs 

Six groups of inputs (land, lab.or, animal pm<er, tractor, 

fertilizer and seeds) are incorporated in TASM. Labor, animal power and 

* 

** 

For example certain crops like s.ugarbeet which cannot be planted on 
the same land continuoslv can b.e introduced as rotation activities 
rather than single crop ~ctivities. 

See Le-Si, Scandizzo, Kasnakoglu (1983) and Evans, Le-Si (1983) for 
an Alternative Livestock Version of TASM. 
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tractors are introduced on a quarterly basis. Land is classified in to 

7 classes distinguishing between various· combinations of irrigation and 

rainfall. The labor input is measured in man-hour equivalents and shows 

the actual time required for a given activity on the field. The tractor 

hours correspond to the usage of tractors in actual production and 

transportation related to these production activities. The two kinds of 

fertilizers, namely Nitrogen and Phosphate are measured in terms of 

nutrient contents. In the case of annual crops,amounts of seed or seedling 

req.ui rement s are introduced as product ion costs •. For non-annual or 

perennial crops fixed investment costs are assigned instead. 

Crop Yields 

Output from crop production activities 1s divided into three: 

crop yield for human consumption, feed yield for animal consumption and 

forage yield or crop by-product for animal consumption. In addition 

concentrates are derived from the processing of raw materials for human 

consumption. The forage yield is imputed using(feed yield/total yield~) 

''\:and( forage yield/total yield) ratios. The historical yields for tree 

crops and vegetable crops are also imputed, since they are given per tree 

in the case of the former and for aggregate of vegetables in the case 

of the latter, 

livestock Yields 

The outputs of the livestock activities include animal power, 

meat, milk, wool, hides and eggs. The animal power is estimated using 

t:he ratios of cattle, buffale and mules employed as dr.aft animals and 

assuming 500 working hours per year per pair. The meat yields for all 
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animals and milk yields for cattle and buffalo a.re from the \iolrd Bank's 

Agricultural Sector Study Mission estimates. The remaining milk, tvool 

and egg yields are based on SIS statistics. The hide yields are. obtained 

by converting numbers of hides to kg using conversion factors 2.6 for 

sheep and goat and 20.5 for cattle and buffalo. 

Output and Input Prices 

Output prices used in TAS..! are f arrogate prices, and are based on ' 

SIS figures. The costs of labor, tractor, fertilizer, seed for annual 

crops and fixed capital for perennial crops are based on TOPRAKSU 

estimates. 

Resource Availability 

The labor resource availability for the base year is computed by 

converting the agricultural labor force in 1979 to man-hour equivalents 

with the assumption that there are 294 working days in a year and 5 

working hours' in a day. Available tractor hours for 1979 are calculated 

~y assuming 300 working days and 5 working hours a day for each tractor, 

and multiplying these with the number of· tractors in 1979. The livestock 

inventory is based on the numbers of livestocks in 1979. The land 

resource availabilities by types of land are pieced together from TOP

RAKSU data which distinguishes between irrigated and rainfed land but 

not by rainfall and SIS data which distinguishes land by rainfall but 

not by irrigation. The tree stock in 1979 covers the area under both 

bearing and nori-bearing trees. 
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Processing factors, Costs and Concentrate Coefficients 

hlheat, corn, rye, rice, sunflmver, olive, soybean, sesame, 

sugarbeet and tea are processed for consumption, and concentrates are 

obtained as a by-product of this processing for animal consumption. 

The processing costs are computed using the follm;ing formula, with the 

assumption that the profit margin in processing is 20 % for all crops: 

Processing Cost = [(Export Price in Processed Form)-(Export Price in Rm; 

Form)] * ( 0,80) (Processing Factor), 

Crop and Livestock Production 

The crop and livestock production data used in TASM validation 

are taken mainly from official statistic reported by SIS. However, 

production data for wheat,dry beans, barley, corn and rye-oat-millet 

were deflated and those for lentils and chick peas were inflated 

slightly due to biases discovered in these statistics, when compared 

to the results of various other studies and censuses. For meat and milk output 

of the livestock activities, estimated figures are based on SPO figures 

rather than underestimated SIS figures,which cover only meat produced 

* from animals processed in municipal slaughterhouses,are employed . 

Foreign Trade 

The data related to foreign trade involves trade and prices in 

unprocessed as well as processed products. The quantity of exports and 

imports of unprocessed products, with the exception of wheat, chich pea, 

lentil, rye-oats-millet and meat are based on official statistics. The 

* A more detailed discussion on the nature of biases in SIS data and methods 
of adjusting employed can be found in Le-Si, Scandizzo, Kasnakoglu (1983) 
and Kasnakoglu (1983), 
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' j 

trade prices are FOB and CIF at farmgate, adjusted for marketing and 

transportation costs•Foreign trade is alloHed for the folloHing processed 

products; wheat flour, tomato paste, sunflower oil, olive oil, ~ry tea, 

raisins and shelled hazelnuts. 

Consumption and Demand 

The domestic consumption is defined as: Production+ Imports -

Exports -Feed ±Change in Stocks. Wheat, corn, rye, paddy, sunfloHer, 

olive, soyabean, sesame, sugarbeet and tea are processed for human 

consumption. The demand functions relate observed consumption quantities 

to observed prices net of processing costs. The price elasticities are 

calculated from FAO income elasticities using the Frisch Method. 
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IV. MODEL VALIDATION 

Before the model can be used to simulate the effects of policy 

interventions and projections into the future, it has to be validated 

Although there are no rules for accepting or rejecting a model of the 

type used in this study, the most common procedure is to estimate the 

model for a base year and compare the simulated results on important 

variables with observed values in the base year. In this study, the 

validation of the model is based on the comparisons of production, 

consumption, trade, factor use and prices simulated by the model with 

those observed in 1979. 

The model for the base period is solved with two exchange 

rates: US S 1 = 35 TL and US S 1 = 47 TL, which were the prevailing 

foreign exchange rates during the calendar year 1979. The base year 

model is as specified in the algebraic statement of TASM in equation 

sets (1)-(18). In addition, in order to reflect the trade constraints 

imposed by import quotas, export licensing and foreign exchange management, 

<;;~~ • 

·~1mports and exports of all commodities are restricted to actual quantities 

traded in 1979 (Equation sets 12-14). 

Production, Prices and Gross Value of Production 

The observed and simulated productions, prices and gross values 

of production are presented in Tables 1 and 2 for the two exchange rates. 

The simulated productions tend to slightly over-predict in most 

crops and under-predict in meat, milk and wool. Hith the exception of 

rice and Angora goat however,simulated quantities are within the 25 % 
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TABLE l 

OBSERVED AND SINULATED 

PRODUCTIONS AND PRICES IN THE BASE YEAR 

PRODUCTION (1000 MT) P~lCES (US$/MT) 

0~~(: rved US$1 = 35TL us$ 1 = 47 n ---TL35 • t!S$1--- ---TL47 
1979 Sitr:uJ.ated Simulated Obs.erved Simulated Observed 

1979 1979 1979 1979 1979 

13,205 12,371.5 13,3i3.2 150.86 125.60 112.34 
1,242 1,242.2 1,233.8 168.86 121. 52 . 125.75 

807 697.1 722.4 120.86 127. 92 90.00 
225 278.5 :b9.6 540.57 216.01 402.55 

5,000 4,227.2 4.389.9 136.57 88.77 101.70 
285 328.4 328.4 648.86 389.35 483.19 

69 75.1 71.6 1,107.43 505.41 824.68 
285 320.9 320.9 550.57 358.67 410.00 

2,870 3,121.4 3,121.4 296.00 152.28 220.43 
1,000 1,108.2 1,076.8 204.86 93.45 152.55 

545 590.3 590.3 315.14 17 5. 19 234,68 
3,500 3,896.3 3,896.3 236.29 93.75 17 5. 96 

500 558.6 558.6 297.43 120.36 221.49 
590 644.2 610.0 334.86 215.92 249.36 
430 436.7 ~36.7 801.14 639.94 596.60 

57.5 61.9 61.9 809.43 620.24 602.77 
476.2 45!.5 448.9 1,417.43 1,686.74 1,055.53 

8, 760 8, 768,2 9,055.6 31•71 35.90 23.62 
206.4 209.7 209.7 1,748.00 1,642.30 1,301.70 
555 623.3 623.3 4!4.29 Pl. 72 308.51 

1,147 1,271.1 1,271.1 287.14 103.09 213.83 
. 3,500 3,682,9 3,682.9 544.00 265.60 405.11 

1,350 1,~31.3 1,431.3 388.57 188.21 289.36 
220 239.0 . 239.0 540.47 187.85 402.55 
110 114,0 1!4.0 434.29 288;46 323.40 
92 95.3 93.0 494.57 400.48 368.30 
50 50.6 49.3 448.00 438.29 333.62 

5,220 5,829 0 5,829.0 242.00 82.53 180.21 
22 23.3 23.3 1,514.29 764.68 1,127.66 
23.3 25.3 25.3 2,305.43 766.41 1,716.81 
45 48.9 48.9 412.29 158.61 307.02 
20 19.2 19.2 3,186.29 3,529.84 2. 372.77 

300 300.6 300.6 1,128.29 1,035.42 840.21 
3.3 3.2 3.0 295.43 280.97 220.00 

26 30.9 30.9 2,094.57 795.42 1,559.79 
338 :038.0 338.0 1,625.71 1,056.71 1,210.64 

1,102.2 1,105.5 1,105.5 508.86 513.94 378.49 
59.3 59.4 59.4 4,842.29 4,890.68 3,605.96 
16.2 18.0 18.0 1,714.86 1,114.66 1,277.02 

103.5 103.5 103.5 1,293.14 1,306.07 962.98 
571.1 579.0 579.0 357.14 360.71 265.96 

9.2 9.1 9. 1 2,836.57 2,354.35 2,112.34 
3.8 4.2 4.2 1,714.86 1,114.66 1,277.02 
6. 5 5.1 4.7 1,354.29 1,855.37 1,008.51 

~4.9 42.9 40,0 357.!4 617.86 265.96 
5.8 4.5 4.2 7,681.14 5,768.34 5,720.00 
0.3 0.3 0.2 1,714.86 2,349.37 1,277.02 

391 39!.0 391.0 1,775.14 1,792.89 1, 321.92 
3,386.4 3,385.8 3. 385.8 408.57 412. 66" 304.26 

51.6 51.4 51.4 75.43 76.18 56.17 
34 34.0 34.0 1,727.43 1,433. 77 1,286.38 

296.6 296.6 296.6 366.00 369.66 272.55 
2.7 3.1 3.1 75.43 35.45 56.17 

132 132.0 132.0 4,6!4.29 2,999.29 3,436•17 
4,322.7 4,501;1 4,501.1 94.29 95.23 70.21 

• US$1---
Sill\ulated 

19i9 

109.81 
96,69 

112.02 
173.48 
47.80 

313.00 
410.68 
.299. 23 
119.48 
71.97 

135.04 
72.91 
93.73 

173.43 
496.79 
489.62 

1,371.80 
28.81 

1,276.39 
202.61 
77.79 

207.22 
148.20 
143.36 
228.86 
312.52 
345.05 
64.06 

572.7 5 
574.16 
123.84 

2,654.63 
778.63 
229.00 
637.67 
786.92 
382.72 

4,315.80 
830.06 
972. 61 
268.62 

1,753.24 
830.06 

1,563. 19 
507.98 

6,082.26 
1,979.38 
1,335.13 

307.30 
56.73 

1,140.00 
27 5. 28 

26.40 
2,233.51 

70.92 
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TABLE 2 

OBSERVED AND SIMULATED 

GROSS VALUE OF PRODUCTION (million US $) 

IN THE BASE )'EAR 

TL35 TL47 

Actual Simulated Actual Simulated 

Grains 3,104 2,888 2, 311 2 '277 

of Hhich: Wheat 1 ,9 92 1,866 1,483 1,502 

Others 1' 112 1,022 828 775 

Pulses 418 473 311 349 

Vegetables 3, 465. 3,834 2,580 2,851 

Fruits and Nuts 3,500 3,687 2,607 2,745 

Oil Crops 644 681 480 499 

Industrial Crops 1,5 43 1,543 1, 149 1 '15 3 

Livestock Products 5,135 5,143 3,824 3,827 

l:FQ 
0 0 

17,809 13,262 

rpo 
0. 18' 249 13' 701 

r?Q 
0 

12' 770 9,937 

.• l:FQ 12,873 10' 27 
-

Note: P and Q are observed prices and quantities. P and Q are model 
0 0 

generated. 
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range of the observed quantities. To test the results of TASM with 

respect to production, we use the following regression test: log·Q: = 

a + blog Q
0

, ~;here Q: is the simulated production at exchange r.ate E, 

the observed production, and a and b are the parameters to be 

estimated by regression. If apart from random error, the model perfectly 

simulated the production levels, the intercept a and the slope b should 

. . . * not d1ffer from zero and unLty respect1vely. The regression results 

2 presented below indicate that for both exchange rates, the R 's are 

over 0.95 and a and b do not significantly diff.er from 0 and 1 respectively, 

at the 95 percent level of signifance. 

log 

log 

0.05 + 0.975 log Q
0 

; R
2 

= 0.99 

-0.03 + 1.016 log Q0 
; R2 = 0.998 

The results of simulated prices, which reflect the marginal 

costs of production are much less satisfactory than those for production. 

The simulated prices are in general below the observed prices for crops 

and above the observed prices for livestocks. While the shadow prices of 

cereals and some livestock products are fairly close to their observed 

levels, the vegetable and fruit prices are underestimated and prices of 

sheep wool, Angora hide, cow milk and cow hide are overestimated. A 

re gres sian test for prices, similar to that for production is performed: 

log s 
p35 = -0.2 +'1.04 log 0 

p35 
R2 = 0.83 

log s 
p47 = -0.2 + 1.04 log 0 

p47 
R2 = 0.88 

The test results suggest that the simulated pr1ces on the· overall don't 

significantly deviate from the observed prices, at the 95 % level. 

* The log transformation is used to abstract the b coefficient (through 
not the constant) from the scale and unit differences among the crops. 
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Moreover, the simulated pr1ce deviations from the observed prices is 

less serious 1n relative pr1ces than in absolute prices, as suggested by 

* the values of a and b 

The underestimation in prices and overestimation in production 

nffect the gross value of production in the opposite directions,Table 2 

shows the overall indices of quantity and prices and their effects on 

the gross value of agricultural production, for the two exchange rates. 

The gross value of production simulated at the observed prices is 

overestimated by 2.5 % and 3.3 % in the cases of the two exchange rates. 

On the otherhand due to low shadow prices, the simulated gross value of 

production at shadow prices is underestimated by 28 % and 24 % for the 

two exchange rates. 

Consumption and Trade 

The simulated levels of domestic consumption which is computed 

as the residual of domestic production and foreign trade compare very 

well to the observed levels. The predicted domestic consumption levels 

aie within the range of plus or minus 12 % of their observed levels 

(with the exceptions of sheep mutton and Angora milk), with more 

commodities over-predicted as in production than under-predicted. As 

expected the degree of over-prediction decreases as the rate of 

exchange of TL decreases. 

* Further discussions on the reasons for underestimation in prices and 
its implication can be found in Kasnakoglu (1983). 
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In the base year solution, the model is restricted in foreign 

trade with the realized exports and imports in 1979. Hith the exception 

of wheat, rice, sheep wool, goat wool, beef, bowine meat, poultry meat 

and wheat flour, the model hits the upper bounds in'both exchange rates. 

In the cases of wheat, wheat flour and sheep ,;col upper bounds are 

reached at the exchange rate t 1 = 47 TL. The model contrary to the base 

year does not import rice and goat wool, and does not export poultry 

meat at the two exchange rates. Finally sheep wool is imported below the 

bound at S 1 = 47 TL and at the bound at t 1 ~ 35 TL. 

Resource Use 

Table 3 compares resources used in the model with observed resource 

use or availability in 1979. The simulated area sown, fallow area and 

hence total cultivated area for both exchange rates are substantially 

below the officially reported areas. This is basically due to the 

overestimation in wheat area and production in official statistics. In 

this study, as mentioned in Part III, wheat production and area have been 
~<,, 

''revised down b.y about 25 % from official statistics, which in turn woula 

also reduce the fallow area. Hith this adjustment 1979 figures for area. 

sown, fallow and total cultivated areas would fall down to approximately 

14.6, 5.4 and 20 million hectars. Comparing simulated results with the 

ab.ove revised stocks, the !"ode 1' s performance is satisfactory. The irrigated 

land as expected is the only binding resource in the model. 

Labor which is measured in terms of adult male equivalents 1s 

underestimated in the model by about 20%. This result is basically due 

to the model's definition of labor as actual time spent in production, 
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TABLE 3 

OBSERVED AND SIMULATED 

RESOURCE USES IN 1979 

1979 
Unit Stocks 

.000 ha 16' 605 
II 8, 796 
II 25' 401 
II 2, 794 
II 2,749 

" 21' 746 

.000 hrs 3,088,451 

" " 

" " 

" II 

.000 pers. 6, 86 3 

.000 hrs 165,188 

" II 

" " 
II " 

Number 440,502 

MT of 778,938 
Nutrients 

659' 781 

1979 19 79 
Simulated Simulated 
Sl =35 TL Sl =47 TL. 

12' 00 7 12 '586 

5,946 6' 426 

17 '95 3 19,012 

2' 79 4 2' 794 

2, 280 2,279 

19' 79 5 20,377 

1' 237,917 1,256,423. 

2,000,955 2,033,635 

2,469,856 2,527,650 

1,594, 002 1,609,331 

5 '489 5,617 

5' 314 5,486 

27' 455 23,89 7 

21,854 19' 703 

19,987 18,159' 

73,213 6 3, 725 

763,631 792,013 

781,338 816,692 

Notes: (*) SIS or TOPRAKSU statistics 

(**) Total labor is calc~lated in terms of adult male equivalents 
of 1800 hours per year, from the number of hours worked during 
peak season. 

(***) Total tractor figures are calculated at 1500 hours per year 
from the number of hours worked during peak season. 
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as compared to the official statistics' definition which assume that the 

entire rural population is participating in agricultural production. 

Furthermore, the model points to the seasonality of underemployment in 

agriculture. Unemployment of 20 % during the sec~nd and third quarters 

which involve the labor intensive activities, increases to 40 % during 

the first and fourth quarters will involve very little field work in 

most crops. 

The tractor requirement calculated from the model ~s well be lm; 

the full employment level. This again is partly due to the inclusion of 

only tractor hours required for activities directly related to field 

work in the model. However this cannot fully justify an unemployment rate 

of around 80 % for tractors. The model's deviation in tractor use may 

be due partly to incorrect assumptions about the tractor costs, wage 

rates or the animal power-tractor power conversion coefficients employed. 

The sensitivity tests performed for the reasonable ranges of these 

* parameters, do not fully alleviate the unemployment in tractors 

The fertilizer requirements simulated from the model are within 

the ranges of 5 % and 20 % in the cases of nitrogen and phosphate 

respectively, of their actual use in 1979. 

An Overall Evaluation 

On the overall the validations performed on the above variables 

(production, consumption, prices, foreign trade and resource use) and 

variables other than these (rotations, land use by crops, yields) which 

* For results of the sensitivity tests, see Kasnakoglu (1983). 

l 
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are not presented here, with the exception of simulated production 

technology which is biased against mechanized technology, can be 

* considered as satisfactory . Therefore the model in its present structure 

can be employed to simulate the resource allocation effects of policy 

changes in directions and relative terms if not in absolute terms. 

* Validations on variables not g1ven here can be found in Kasnakoglu (1983). 

l 
' 
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V. ALTERNATIVE TRADE POLICY SIMULATIONS 

To examine empirically the likely resource reallocation effects 

of partially and completely liberalized foreign trade regimes for the 

* Turkish economy the following simulations are conducted with TASM 

POLICY I Imports and exports of commodities are restricted to those 

actually traded in 1979, but the historical trade limits 

(equations 12-14) are removed from the model. 

POLICY II Same as POLICY I except to account for physical limitations 

and other considerations, production is allowed to move 

only within the range of 50 % to 200 % of the observed levels 

and areas under tree crops cannot move beyond plus or minus 

25 %of the base solution areas. 

POLICY Ill Same POLICY II except import possibilities are opened in 

most of the commodities. 

POLICY IV Same as POLICY III, with .quantity restrictions imposed on 

exported commodities (equations 13-14 are inserted back) to 

represent the absorption capacity of foreign markets for 

Turkish products. In addition, for wheat and barley, it is 

assumed that marginal export revenues decline sharply after 

a certain quantity has been reached. 

* For a detailed discussion on the similarities. of Turkey's entry into 
EEC and a unilateral move towards free trade see Baysan (1974; Chapter 1) 
and Baysan (1983), 
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The results of the policy simulations are summarized in Tables 

4-11. Tables 4 and 5 show the percentage changes in production and 

consumption of individual crops and livestock products from their base 

solution values, and presents net trades in these activities as ratios 

of their net trades in the base solution, for the two exchange rates. 

Tables 6 and 7 summarize the production effects of the four policies, by 

categorizing the activities by the directions and magnitudes of the 

changes in their production from the base year for easier evaluation. 

Similarly Tables 8 and 9 classify the crops and livestock products by 

the directions and magnitudes of changes in their foreign trades. Finally, 

Tables 10 and 11 further summarize the production, consumption and trade 

affects of policies II-IV by considering aggregated crop groups (grains, 

pulses, vegetables, fruits and nuts, industrial crops) and livestock 

products and show the #ffects of these policies on total values of 

agricultural production, consumption and net trade. Based on the results 

presented in these tables one can make the following observations : 

Grains Grains which include wheat, corn, rye, rice and barley on the 

overall show a considerable expansion in production and net trade as a 

result of the lifting of trade restrictions, except in Policy I 1;here 

specialization is permitted as no quantity restrictions are imposed on 

area. The values of grain production increase by 16-27 % compared to 

their base values in Policies II-IV under both exchange rates. The 

devaluation of TL does not seem to have a significant effect on grain 

production. The net trades in grains under liberalized trade conditions 

range bet~;een 5-11 times their base values. The devaluation of TL slo~;s 

dmm the overall expansion in grain foreign trade. On the overall domestic 
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grain consumption suffers a slight loss, ranging between 0.7- 4% due 

to the expansion in exports. The loss in consumption as. expected is 

slightly higher when TL is devaluated, as domestic consumption competes 

with exports. The domestic grain consumption registers a gain when 

exports are restricted in Policy IV for US·$ 1 = 35 TL and a negl gible 

loss for US $ l = 47 TL. 

As far as individual crops are concerned, compared to their base 

solution quantities expansions in production are. highest for rye and 

barley followed by wheat, Corn and rice productions don't expand or 

contract with liberalized trade conditions. Corn production registers a 

slight expansion, when exports are restricted in Policy IV for the 

devaluated TL case. lfuile exports of barley show substantial and consistent 

expansions in Policies II-IV for both exchange rates, wheat exports either 

contract or expand slightly. Rye exports expand significantly, except 

in Policy III for the US $ l = 35 TL, where exports contract due to 

contraction in rye output. Corn and rice are not traded under any of the 

policy simulations. 

Pulses Pulses which include chick peas, dry beans and lentil on the 

overall show the largest expansion in production as a result of lifting 

trade restrictions. The expansion in the value of. production ranges 

between 59-78 % showing a very similar pattern in the cases of the two 

exchange rates. Domestic consumption suffers on the overall 0.5-13 % du'e 

to.expansion in exports. Contraction in consumption is relatively larger 

in the cases of. chick peas and dry beans than lentil. Exports of pulses 

under free trade conditions .. is 4-6 times the exports in the base year, 

tvith dry beans registering the largest expansion and lentil the lowest. 
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Vegetables ~ Vegetahles which include potato, onion, green pepper, tomato, 

cucumber and mel on, .on the overall show time largest export expansion and 

as a result the second largest value of production expansion in-Policies 

I-III where no quantity restriction~ on exports are impossed. Value of 

vegetable production increases by 48-74 .% in Policies II and III and 7 % 

in Policy IV, with larger increases registered at US g 1 = 47 TL since 

production expansions are export oriented. Value of exports in vegetables 

show substantial gains ranging from 15-85,times in various policy simulat'ions. 

Consumption shows a slight contraction in Policies I-III, and a slight 

expansion in Policy IV. As .far as individual crops within this group are 

concerned, except cucumber which was treated as non- trade ble in this 

model, all the vegetables show a.n expansion in production, with green pepper 

and melon leading, followed by onion, tomato and potato which compete 

for the same limited irrigated area. Largest consumption losses are 

registered by green peppers. Green pepper leads the vegetables in export 

expansion, followed by potato as a result of liberalized trade conditions. 

In Policy IV all the vegetables except cucumber show expansions in their 

exports over the base year. Furthermore, tomato exports in raw form are 

replaced by expanding tomato exports in the form of tomato paste, with 

reduced trade restrictions. 

Fruits and Nuts Fruits which include citrus, grape, apple, peach, 

apricot, cherry, wild ch.err"y, strawberry, banana, quince and nuts whicl) 

include pistachio and hazelnut like grains, pulses and vegetables show 

on the overall expansion in production ranging between 10-24 %, 

contraction in consumption ranging between 0.3-3.3 % led by expanding 

exports to 4-6 times the base exports in the liberalized trade simulations 
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for the two exchange rates. The largest gains in production and .trade 

are registered in citrus, apple, peach~ quince, strawberry, grape, hazelnut 

and pistachio. In the export market, shelled hazelnuts replace un-shelled 

hazelnuts and raisins replace fresh grapes. The productions of cherry, 

wild cherry and banana which are treated as non-tradebles in the model 

and apricot show either no change or slight contraction in production. 

Oil Crops : Oil crops which include sunflower, olive, groundnut, s.o.yabean 

and sesame show a sharp drop in production when import restrictions are 

removed in Policies III and IV and appear as a net importing group. The 

decrease in the value of oil crop production ranges between 26-44 % for 

the exchange rate US f, 1 = 35 TL and between 15-16 % for the exchange 

rate US $ 1; 47 TL. Furthermore in Policies III and IV oil crop 

consumption show an expansion in consumption, as contracting domestic 

production is more than offset by imports. The largest drop in domestic 

production is registered in groundnut and olive (25-54 %) and the smallest 

drop is regi?tered in soyabean and sesame (5-6 %) in Policies III and IV 

under both exchange rates. Sunflower, which shows a sharp reduction in 

production due to the substitution of domestic production with cheaper 

imports at US f, 1 = 35 TL, on the otherhand, shows a slight expansion in 

production at US f, 1 = 47 TL, when sunflower imports contract, and 

domestic demand is to be met by domestic production. At US f, 1 = 35 TL 

while soyabean, sesame and sunflower oil remain as non-traded when import 

restrictions are reduced in Policies III and IV, olive and groundnut 

exports in the base year switch to imports, olive-oil exports contract to 

no trade and sunflower switches from no trade to imports. At US $ 1 = 47, 

while soyabean, sesame, sunflower oil and olive- oil remain as non-traded 

and groundnut is imported, sunflower imports cease and olive becomes 
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proLitabl2 as an e:zport crop. fJ~spite the contraction in domestic production 

and expansion in exports, domestic consumption in olive registers a gain 

in Policies III and IV due to contraction in olive oil exports,, which more 

than offsets the production and trade effects of raw olive. 

Industrial Crops Industrial crops which include cotton, sugarbeet, 

cobacco and tea on the overall show a modest expansion in production and 

exports and a less modest contraction in domestic consumption at both 

exchange rates when compared with other crop groups, under liberalized 

trade conditions. Industrial crop production expands'by 13-14 %when no 

export bounds are employed in Policies II and III and by 23 % when export 

bounds are enforced in Policy IV. The trade gains under all policy 

simulations range between 1-2 times the base solution values. Tobacco 

and tea account for the production and export expansion in this group. 

Cotton shows a contraction in production and exports although it remains 

as an export crop tvhen import restrictions are removed in Policies II and 

III and shows an expansion in both production and exports when export 

bounds are introduced in Policy IV. Sugarbeet like cotton contracts in 

Production and becomes an import crop unless export restrictions are 

introduced. 

Livestock Products Livestock products include meat, milk, wool and hides 

of sheep, ordinary goat, angora goat, cow and buffalo, poultry meat and 

eggs. Livestock products due to the animal stock constraint responds to 

changing trade conditions through domestic consumption and trade 

substitution rather than through production expansion or contraction. On 

the overall the change in the value of livestock products production lS 
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within a range of 2 %. With the reductions in trade restrictions, both 

the domestic consumption and net trade of this group expand. Within this 

group, sheep mutton registers substantial expansion in production and 

exports over the base solution. The only other livestock product which 

shows any expansion in production is angora goat hide at the exchange 

rate of US $ 1 = 47 TL. The rest either don't change or contract slightly 

over their base year levels. In foreign trade, exports of all livestock 

meats expand ancl .imports in sheep wool and angora goat wool increase 

under liberalized trade conditions. 

Total Effects When all crops and livestock products are taken together, 

agricultural production expands by 23-28 % as a result of the removal 

of historical trade limits in Policyii and opening of import possibilities 

for most of the commodities in Policy III Net ·trades in these policies 

expand by 5-6 times of their base solution levels. As expected domestic 

consumption suffers a slight loss (3-7 %) due to the expansion of 

exports in Policy II. The loss in consumption due to expanding exports 

are more than offset by the gain in consumption due to availability of 

imports in Policy III at exchange rate US S 1 = 35 TL. At the exchange 

rate US Z 1 = 47 TL however, export effect is larger than the import 

effect thus resulting in a contraction in domestic consumption. When 

export bounds are imposed on most of the commodities to portray a more 

realistic picture of the world's absortion of Turkish products in 

Policy IV , the production and net trade expansions are slowed down to 

9-10% and 3-4.times respectively. Domestic consumption on the otherhand 

shmos an improvement over the base year, gaining by 3 % for US Z 1 = 35 TL 

and 0.3 % for US Z 1 = 47 TL. 
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TABLE 4 

CHANGES IN PRODUCTION, CONSUMPTION 

AND TRADE UNDER ALTERNATIVE TRADE ~OLICIES 

(US~1=35TL.) 

POLICY I POLicY II POLicY III POLicY IV 

PROD. CONS. X-M PROD. CONS. X->! PROD. CONS. X-M PROD. CONS. x-~ 

l<I!EA T -10.3 -5.0 o.o -o.s -0.5 1.0 -0,8 -0.5 0.9 2~8 2.3 1.1 
CORN -10.3 -10.6 - -0.3 0.0 - -0.5 0.0 - 1.3 o.o -
RYE 6.9 -9.6 486.0 7.3 -0.5 6.4 -2.3 . -0.8 0,0 83.9 2.'3 57. 7 

RICE -6.4 -6.4 - -3.2 -3.2 - . -3.2 -3.2 - 0.0 o.o -
BARLEY -10.2 -10.8 0.0 136.6 -r0.8 1,816. 8 136.6 -10.8 11840.8 0.2 -2.5 5000.0 
CHICKPEA 1596.7 -9.8 106.6 73.6 -9.8 6.4 73.6 -9.8 6.4 . 60.9 o.o 5.0 
ORYBEAN 388.6 -9.4 "997.2 83.8 -9.4 234.2 83,8 -9.4 234.2 83.8 -9.4 234.2 
LENTIL -37.1 -5.2 0.0 77.6 o.o 3.3 77.6 0.0 3.3 47.7 5.2 2.3 
POTATO -3.7 -3.3 o.o 83.9 o.o 204.0 83.9 0.0 204 .o 7.6 o.o '19 .4 
ONION 210.9 o.o 31.5 -9.8 -3.0 0.0 -9.8 -3.0 0.0 15.7 .0·,0 3.3 
GRPEPPER 773.8 1 -18.8 11698.3 84.7' -18.8 1528.2 84.7 -18.8 1528.2 42.3 o.o 625.0 
TO~ TO -6.0 -3.1 o.o 79.7 -3.0 o.o 79 .. 7 -3.0 0.0 9.8 o.o 9.8 
CUCUMBER -12.2 -12.2 - o.o 0.0 - 0.0 o.o - o.o 0,0 -
SUN"!. OWER -10.6 -10.6 - 0.0 0.0 - -28.7 0.0 041 -54;2 0.0 0->M 
OLIVE -100.0 -100.0 0.0 6.9 0.0 34.0 -25.0 16.1 X->M -25.0 16.1 X->M 
GROUND NUT -22.1 -20.4 0.0 85.8 -5.1 41.1 -53.6 5 .1 X->M -53.6 5.1 X-+M 

COTTON -49.5 -24.3 o.o -33.9 -0.9 0.0 -26.6 -0.9 0.2 10.4 -0.9 1,3 
SUGARBEET -10.0 -10.0 - ,o.5 -0.5 - -16.1 -0.9 0->M 2.3 2.3 -
TOBACCO -40.2 -10.6 0.0 96.9 -5.3 4.0 96.9 -5.3 ~-0 62.2 0,9 2.e 
TEA -.35.1 -31.9 - 25.0 -15.9 - 25.0 -15.9 - 25.0 -15.9 -
CITRUS 965.0 -3.2 287.9 25 .o -3.2 3. 7 25.0 -3.2 3.7 25.0 -3.2 3.7 
GRAPE -16.5 -8.9 o.o 25.0 0.0 o.o 25.0 0.0 0.0 3.8 o.o 6.2 

APPLE -11.4 -9.5 0.0 25.0 o.o 13.1 25.0 0.0 13.1 11.9 0.0 .6. 7 
PEACH -5.0 -4.6 0.0 23.1 0.0 62.4 23.1 0.0 62.4 23.1 o.o 62.4 
APRICOT -12.2 -12.2 - 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 o.o - o.o o.o -
CHERRY "''·,~ -12.1 -12.1 - 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 o.o - o.o o.o -. 
WILDCI!ERR' -15.0 -15.0 - o.o 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 o.o -
>IE LON -3.4 -3.1 o.o 13.5 0.0 34;.:8 42.4 o.o 107.6 0.5 o.o 2.2 

STRAWBERR' -2.6 -2.4 0.0 18.3 0.0 43.1 18.3 0.0 43.1 18.3 o.o 43.1 
BANANA 0.0 o.o - 0.0 0.0 - o.o 0.0 - 0.0 o.o -
qUINCE -9.5 -9.3 o.o 25.0. o.o 128.0 25.0 0.0 128.0 25.0 0.0 128.0 
PISTACHIO DO.O -100.0 o.o 25.0 0.0 9.1 25.0 o.o 9.1 25.0 o.o s.1 
HAZELNUT 100.0 -100.0 0.0 ?5.0 -7.0 0.0 25.0 -7.0 0.0 25.0 -7.0 o.o 
SOY ABEAN -17.0 -17 .o - -5. 7 -5.7 - -5.7 -5. 7 - o.o o.o -
SESA>!E -9.2 -9.2 - -4.6 -4.6 I - o.o o.o - 0.0 0.0 -

I WHEATFLOU - - - -
TO>!ATPAST 0.0 35.1 35.1 I l· 7 I 
SUNF-OIL - - - -
OLIVE-OIL 0,0 0.0 0.0 o.o 
DRY-TEA o.o 9. 4 9 .4 9.4 
RAISIN o.o 4.1 4. 1 1.3 
SH-HAZELNT 0.0 1.3 1.3 1.3 



S .liUITON 

S- l1ILK 

S- WOOL 

S- HIDE 

G- MEAT 

G- MILK 

G- WOOL 

G- HIDE 

A- MEAT 

A- l1ILK 

A- 'IDOL 

A- HIDE 

BEEF 

COW-MILK 

C-HIDE 

B-MEAT 

B-MILK 
>-----

B- HIDE 

P- MEAT 

EGGS 

Notes: 

(-) 

(0 ~M) 

(O ~x) 

(11 ~x) 

(X~M) 

POLicY I 

PROD, CONS. X-M 

o.o -26.0 2.4 

o.o o.o -
0.0 1.5 -l. 2 

o.o o.o -
0.0 -32.0 12,5 

o.o 0.0 -
0.0 0.0 -
o.o 0.0 -

-10.8 -12.0 1.3 

-10.2 -10,3 -
-9.8 -10.3 -

-22.9 -10.4 -
-14 .o -14 .o -
-14.0 -14.0 -
-14.0 -14.0 -

0.0 0,0 -
0.0 0.0 -
o.o 0,0 -
0.0 0.0 -
o.o 0,0 -

PROD. 

o.o 

o.o 

0,0 

0.0 

o.o 

o.o 

0.0 

0.0 

0,0 

0.0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

0,0 

o.o 

0.0 

o.o 

0.0 

0.0 

0,0 
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TABLE 4 

(cont.) 

POLicY II 

CONS. 

-26.0 

0.0 

1.5 

0.0 

X-M 

4,0 

-
!.2 

-
-32.0 12.5 

0.0 -
0,0 -
0,0 -

-12.0 3.9 

0,0 -
0,0 -
0.0 -
0.0 -
o.o -
0.0 -
0,0 -
0.0 -
o.o -
0,0 -
0.0 -

POLicY III POLicY IV 

PROD. CONS. X-M PRCD. CONS. 

0.0 -26.0 4.0 0.0 -26.0 

0.0 0.0 - o.o 0.0 

0.0 1.5 -1.2 o.o 1.5 

0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 

o.o -32.0 12.5 0.0 -32.0 

0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 

0.0 o.o - 0.0 0,0 

0.0 0.0 - o.o 0.0 

-11.1 -12.0 1.3 -11.1 -12.0 

-10.4 -10.5 - -10.4 -10,5 

-10.4 3.4 o~M -10.0 3,4 

-23.0 -10.5 - -23.0 -10.5 

e.o -7,0 o~x o.o -7,0 

0.0 0.0 - o.o 0,0 

o.o 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 

0.0 -13.4 o~x o.o -13.4 

0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0,0 
-

0.0 0,0 - 0,0 0.0 

0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 

0.0 0,0 - 0,0 0,0 

Produ.ction and. Consumption are oercentage changes from the base solutin. Trade, 

is the ratio to the base solution. 

No Trade in the base and in the simulation 

No Trade in the base, Import in the simulation 

No Trade in the base,Export in the simulation 

lmoort in the base, Export in the simulation 

Export in the base, Import in the simulation 

X-M 

-4.0 

-
-1.2 

-
12.5 

-
-
-

1.3 . 
-

o~M 

-
o~x 

-
-

o~x 

-
-
-
-



~ . I 
I 
I 

WHEAT 

CORN 

RYE 

RICE 

BARLEY 

CHICKPEA 

DRYBEAN 

LENTIL 

POTATO 

ONION 

GREPPER 

T0'1ATO 

CUCU'IBER 

SUNFLOWER 

OLIVE 

GROUNDNUT 

COTTON 

SUGARBEET 

TOBACCO 

TEA 

CITRUS 

GRAPE 

APPLE 

PEACH 

APRICOT 

CHERRY 

WILDCHERR 

'!ELON ''· 
STRAIIB;RR 

BANANA 

1UINCE 

PI STACH I.b 

HAZELNUT 

SOYABEAN 

SESAME 

WHEATFLOUI 

· TOMATPAST 

SUNF-OIL 

OLIVE-OIL 

DRY-TEA 

RAISIN 

Sf!.. HAZEL NT 

POLICY I 
PROD. CONS, 

-29,6 -25.7 

-24.2 -22.3 

830.0 -23.2 

-9.9 -9.9 

-26.9 -30,1 

1842.5 -19 .6 

912.6 -9.8 

-43.9 -15.5 

-7.0 -6.6 

482.3 0.0 

885.0 -25.1 

-0.3 -6.1 

-21.3 -21.3 

-28,0 -28.0 
100,0 -100.0 

-32 .o -30.5 

-49.2 -23.6 

-25.7 -25.7 

-47.3 -21.1 

-59.9 -55.8 

3130.6 -9.5 

-22.6 -15.5 

-18.3 -16.6 

-9.6 -9.3 

-17 .o -17 .o 

-14.9 -14.9 

-12.8 -12.8 

-6.5 -6.1 

-5.0 -4.7 

-2.2 -2.2 

-14.1 -13.9 

100.0 -100.0 

100.0 -100.0 

-5.4 -5.4 

-13.8 -13.8 
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TABLE 5 

CHANGES IN PRODUCTION , CONSUMPTION 

AND TRADE UNDER ALTERNATIVE TRADE POLICIES 

( US g 1 = 4 7 TL ) 

POLICY II POLICY III POLICY IV 
X-M PROD. CONS X-"1 PROD CONS, X-ll PROD CONS. X-ll 

0,3 -5.4 -2.2 0.6 -4.2 -0.9 0.7 9.0 -0.1 2.0 

- -3.7 -5.6 - -5.2 0.0 - -0.1 O.D -
14.9 123.4 -2.2 91.7 123.4 -0.9 90.9 123.4 -0.1 90.2 

- -3.3 -3.3 - -3.3 -3.3 - 0.0 0.0 -
·0.0 127.8 -23.2 11911.7 127.8 -23;2 11826.9 ·53. 8 -11.4 5000.0 

123.1 73.6 -19.6 6.9 73.6 -19.6 6.9 59.2 -2.0 5.0 
2202.6 9 2. 7 -9.8 245.8 92.7 -9.8 245.8 92.7 -9.8 245.8 

o.o 77.6 -5.2 3.4 77.6 -5.2 3.4 44.2 0.0 2.3 

0.0 83.9 -3.3 212.0 83.9 -3.3 212.0 7.6 0.0 19.4 

68,9 18.14 o.o 3.5 27.9 0,0 4.9 16.1 o.o 3. 3 
3431.9 84. 7 -25.1 1620.8 84.7 -25.1 620.8 42.3 0.0 625.0 

0.0 79.7 -6.1 0.0 79.7 -6.1 o.o 9.8 o.o 9.8 

- 0,0 0.0 - -3.1 -3.0 - 0,0 o.o -
- o.o 0.0 - 5.6 5,6 - 5.6 5.6 -

0.0 7. 3 -10.7 39.2 -25.0 10.7 2·,6 -25,0 10.7 2,6 
0.0 85.B -10.2 43 .• 3 53,6 o.o x~.., -53.6 0,0 x~M 

0,0 -32.5 -11.8 o. 3 -10.4 -11.8 0,9 11.0 o.o 1.3 
- -2.2 -2.2 - -48.2 -0.9 o~M -0.1 -0.1 -

0,0 96.9 -15.8 4. 2 96.9 -15.8 4.2 62.2 0.0 2.9 

- 25 .o -39,8 - 25.0 -39.8 - 25.0 -39.8 -
304.4 25 .o -9.5 4.3 25.0 -9.5 4.3 25.0 -3.8 3.8 

0.0 25.0 -2.2 o.o 25.0 ·-2.2 o.o 3.8 0.0 6.2 
0.0 25.0 -2.4 14.4 25.0 -2.4 14.3 11.9 0.0 6.7 
0.0 23.1 -2.3 68.6 23.1 -2.3 68.6 23.1 -2.3 68.6 

- -2.4 -2.4 - 0.0 0.0 - o.o 0.0 -
- 0.0 o.o - 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 o.o -
- -2.6 -2.6 - -2.6 -2.6 - 0.0 0,0 -

0.0 79.1 -3.0 207.4 79 .1 -3.0 207.4 0.5 0.0 2.2 
0.0 18.3 -2.4 48.7 18.3 -2.4 48.7 18.3 -2.4 48.7 

- 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 - 0.0 0.0 -
0,0 25.0 -2.3 139.3 25.0 -2.3 139.3 25.0 -2.3 139,3 
0,0 25.0 -22.5 16.0 25.0 -22.5 16.0 25.0 -22.5 16.0 
0.0 25.0 -20.9 0.0 25.0 -20.9 0.0 25,0 -20.9 0.0 
- -23.5 -23.5 - -5.4 -5.4 - 0.0 0.0 -
- -9.2 -9.2 - -4.6 -4.6 - o.o 0.0 -

0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
3. 7 37.3 37.3 2. 7 
- - - -

0.0 0.0 0.0 0,0 
0.0 14.2 14. 2 14.2 
0.0 4.3 4,3 1.3 
0.0 1.3 1. 3 1.3 



POLICY I 

PROD. CONS. x-M 

S-· MUTTON 0.0 -49.3 5.1 
S- MILK 0,0 0.0 -
S- WOOL 0.0 o.o -1.0 

S- HIDE 0.0 0.0 -
G- MEAT -4.3 -50.0 17.4 

G- MILK -4 .3 -4.3 -
G- WOOL -4.7 -4.3 -
G- HIDE -3.6 -4.3 -
A- MEAT -14.3 -30.3 4.4 
A- HILK -14.7 -14.7 -
A- WOOL -14.4 -14.7 -
A- HIDE 2.4 -14.7 -
BEEF -41.0 -41.0 -
COW-MILK -41.0 -41.0 -
C- HIDE -41.0 I -41.0 -
B- MEAT -13.4 -8.7 0.0 
B- MILK -13.4 -13.4 -
B- HIDE -12.2 -13.4 -
P- MEAT 0.0 o.o -
EGGS o.o o.o -

Notes See notes to Table 4. 

PROD. 

0.0 

o.o 

o.o 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

o.o 

0.0 

-3.5 
-3.9 

-3.6 

15.5 

-5.0 

-5.0 

-5.0 

0.0 

0.0 

0.0 

o.o 

0.0 
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TABLE 5 

(Cont.) 

POLICY II 

CONS. 

-49.3 

0,0 

X-M 

6.7 

-
0.0 -1.0 

o.o -
50.0 19.0 

o.o -
0.0 -
o.o -

-30.3 6.9 
-3.9 -
-3.9 -
-3.8 -
-5 .o -
-5.0 -
-5.0 -
o.o 1.0 
o.o -
o.o -
0.0 -
0.0 -

1 
!I 

POLICY III POLICY IV 

PRODt CONS. X-M PROD. CONS, X-M 

o.o -49.3 6,7 o.o -49,3 6.7 
0,0 0.0 - o.o o.o -
o.o 0.0 -1.0 0.0 o.o -1.0 
o.o 0.0 - 0.0 o.o -
o.o -50,0 19.0 o.o -50.0 .19.0 
o.o o.o - o.o o.o -
0,0 0.0 - 0,0 o.o -
0.0 o.o - o.o 0,0 -

-3.5 -30.3 6.9 -3.5 -30.3 6.9 
-3.9 -3.9 - -3.9 -3.9 -
-3.6 7.4 o--+M -3.6 -7.4 o~M 

15,5 -3.8. - 15.5 -3,8 -
0.0 -28.6 o ~x 0.0 -28.6 0 ~X 

o.o 0.0 - 0.0 o.o -
o.o o.o - o.o o.o -
o.o -26.0 5.8 o.o -26.0 5,8 
o.o o.o - o.o o.o -
0.0 0.0 - 0.0 o.o -
0.0 o.o - 0.0 o.o -
0.0 o.o - o.o o.o -



I 
l 
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TABLE 6 

CHANGING PRODUCTION PATTERNS 

(US $1=35 TL) 

7. CHANGE POLICY I POLICY I! POLICY I II POLICY IV 

CHICKPEA,DRYBEAN BARLEY, CHICKPEA BARLEY,CHICKPEA RYE, BARLEY 
GRPEPPER ,ONION LENriL ,POTATO DRYBEAN,LENTIL CHICKPEA,DRYBEAN 
CITRUS DRYBEAN,GRPEPPER POTATO,GRPEPPER TOBACCO 

51 + TOMATO,GROUNDNUT TOMATO, TOBACCO . 
TOBACCO 

TEA,CITRUS TEA,CITRUS LENTIL ,ONION 
GRAPE,APPLE GRAPE ,APPLE GRPEPPER,TEA 
PEACH,MELON PEACH,MELON CITRUS,APPLE 

11-50 STRAWBERRY ,QUINCE STRAWBERRY ,QUINCE PEACH,STRAWBERRY 
PISTACHIO PISTACHIO PISTACHIO,SOYABEAN 
HAZELNUT,S-MUTTON HAZELNUT,S-MUTTON HAZELNUI,S-MUTTON 

RYE RYE,OLIVE WHEAT,CORN 

I POTATO,TOMATO 
0-10 COTTON, SUGARBEET 

GRAPE ,MELON 

BANANA, S-MUTTON CUCUMBER, SUNFLOWER CUCUMBER,APRICOT RICE ,CUCUMBER 
S-MILK,S-WOOL APRICOT ,CHERRY CHERRY,WILDCHERRY APRICOT,WILDCHERRY 
S-HIDE ,G-MEAT WILDCHERRY,BANANA BANANA,SESAME BANANA, SESAME 
G-MILK,G-WOOL S-MILK S-MILK S-MILK 
G-H!DE ,B-MEAT S-HOOL ,S-HIDE S"WOOL, S-HIDE S-WOOL, S-HIDE 
B-MILK,B-HIDE G-XEAT ,G- MILK· G-MEAT,G-HIDE G-MEAT ,G-MILK 

NO P-MEAT, EGGS G-WOOL,G-HIDE G-WOOL,G-HIDE G-WOOL,G-HIDE 
CHANGE BEEF, COW-MILK COW-MILK,C-HIDE COW-MILK,C-HIDE 

C-HIDE, B-MEAT B-MEAT, B-MILK B-MEAT ,B-MILK 
B-MILK, B-HIDE B-RIDE ,P-MEAT B-HIDE, P-MEAT 
P-MEAT ,EGGS EGGS EGGS 

WHEAT,CORN WHEAT,CORN WHEAT,CORN A-MILK,A-WOOL 
RICE,BARLEY RICE ,ONION RICE,RYE 

"'\ 
POTATO,TOMATO SUGARBEET, SESAME ONION, SOY ABEAN 
SUGARBEET, PEACH SOYABEAN,A-MILK A-MILK,A-WOOL --·(Q-10) MELON,STRAWBERRY A-WOOL 
QUINCE ,SESAME 
A-WOOL 

LENTIL, CUCUMBER COTTON,A-MEAT SUNFLOWER, OLIVE OLIVE,A-MEAT 
SUNFLOWER,TOBACCO A-HIDE COTTON, SUGAR BEET A-HIDE 
TEA,GRAPE A-MEAT,A-HIDE 
APPLE ,APRICOT 
CHERRY,WILDCHERRY 

-(11-50) SOYABBEAN,A-MILK 
A-MEAT,A-HIDE 
BEEF, COW-MILK 
C-HIDE 

01 IVE ,GROUNDNUT GROUND NUT SUNFLOWER 
-(51+) COTTON,PrSTACHIO GROUND NUT 

HAZELNUT 
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TABLE 7 

CHANGING PRODUCTION PATTERNS 

(US $1=47 TL) 

% CHANGE POLICY I POLICY II POLICY III POLICY IV 

RYE ,CHICKPEA RYE ,BARLEY RYE,BARLEY RYE, BARLEy· 
51+ DRYBEAN,ON!ON CHICKPEA,DRYBEAN CH!CKPEA,DRYBEAN CHICKPEA,DRYBEAN 

GRPEPPER,CI!RUS LENTIL,POTATO LENTIL,POTATO TOBACCO 
GRPEPPER,TOMATO GRPEPPER, TOMATO 
GRDONDNUT,TOBACCO !OBACCO,MELON 
MELON 

ONION, TEA ONION,TEA LENTIL,ON!ON 
CITRUS,GRAPE CITRUS,GT!APE GRPEPPER, COTTON 

ll-50 APPLE,PEACH APPLE , PEACH TEA,CITRUS 
STRAtillERRY ,QUINCE STRANBERRY,QU!NCE APPLE, PEACH 

j PISTACHIO,HAZELNUT PISTACHIO,HAZELNU1 STRAWBERRY,QUINCE 
A-H!DE,S-MUTTON A-HIDE, S-MUTTON A-HIDE ,S-MUTTON 

A-HIDE OLIVE SUNFLOWER WHEAT,PO!A!O 
0-10 I TOMATO,SUNFLOWER 

GRAPE,MELON 

S-MUTTON, S-MILK CUCUMBER,SUNFLOWER APRICOT ,CHERRY RICE ,CUCUMBER 
S-WOOL, S-HIDE CHERRY, BANANA . BANANA, APRICOT ,CHERRY 

NO P-MEAT ,EGGS S-MILK S-MILK,S-WOOL WILDCHERRY, BANANA 
CHANGE S-WOOL,S-HIDE S-HIDE,G-MEAT SOY ABEAN, SESAME 

G-MEAT ,G-M!LK G-MILK,G-WOOL 5-MILK 
G-WOOL,G-HIDE G-HIDE,BEEF S-WOOL , S-H IDE 
B-MEAT,B-MILK COW-MILK,C-HIDE G-MEAT ,G-MILK 
EGGS B-MEAT, B-MILK G-WOOL,G-HIDE 

B-HIDE,P-MEAT A-MEAT ,A-MILK 
EGGS A -WOOL, BEEF 

COW-MILK, C-HIDE 
B-MEAT,B-MILK 
B-HIDE,P-MEAT 
EGGS 

RICE ,POTATO WHEAT ,CORN WHEAT ,CORN CORN ,SUGAR BEET 
TOt!ATO, PEACH RICE, SUGAR BEET RICE,CUCUMBER 
MELON,STRAWBERRY APR!COT,W!LDCHERRY COTTON,WILDCHERRY 

·;~ 
-(0-10) EANANA, SOY ABEAN SESAME,A-MEAT SOYABEAN,SESAME 

<-:.. G-ME!(T, G-MILK A-M!LK,A-WOOL A-MEAT,A-MILK .. 
G- WOOL, G- HIDE BEEF, COW-MILK A-WOOL 

C-HIDE 

WHEAT,CORN COTTON, SOY ABEAN OLIVE,SUGARBEET OLIVE 
BARLEY ,CUCUMBER 
SUNFLOWER,GROUNDNUT 
COTTON,SUGARBEET 
TOBACCO ,APPLE 

-(11-50) APRICOT ,CHERRY 
WILDCHERRY,QUINCE 
A-MEAT,A-MILK 
A-WOOL,BEEF 
COW-M!LK,C-H!DE 
B-MEAT,B-MILK 
B-HIDE 

OLIVE,TF..A, GROUND NUT GROUNDNUT 
-(51+) PISTACHIO ,llAZELNUT i ;''j).,j..) i r't SftJ~T(),' 



CHANGE POLICY I 

RYE,CHICKPEA 
DRYBEAN,ONION 
GRPEPPER, CITRUS 
S-MUTTON,G-MEAT 
A-MEAT 

EXPANDING 
EXPORTS 

DECREASING 
EXPORTS 

NO TRADE 
TO EXPORTS 

WHEAT,BARLEY 
EXPORTS LENTIL,POTATO 

TO TOMATO,OLIVE 
NO TRADE GROUNDNUT ,COTTON 

TOBACCO, GRAPE 
APPLE, PEACH 
MELON,STRAWBERRY 
QUINCE ,PISTACHIO 
HAZELNUT 
TOMATPASTE ,DRY-TEA 
RAISIN,SH-HAZELNUT 
OLIVE-OIL 

EXPORTS 
TO 

IMPORTS 

NO TRADE 
'·~ .; TO 

''·IMPORTS 

IMPORTS 
TO S-WOOL 

IMPORTS 

CORN,RICE 
CUCUMRER,SUNFLOWER 
SUGARBEET, TEA 
APRICOT ,CHERRY 
WILDCHERRY,BANANA 
SOYABEAN' SESAME 

NO TRADE S-MILK, S-HIDE 
TO G-MILK,G-WOOL 

NO TRADE G-HIDE ,A-MILK 
A-WOOL,A-HIDE 
REEF, COW.-MILK 
C-HIDE,B-MEAT 
B-MILK, B-HIDE 
P-MEAT,EGGS 
WHEATPLOUR 
SUNFLOWER-OIL 
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TABLE 8 

CHANGING TRADE PATTERNS 

(US $!=35 TL) 

POLICY II POLICY III 

WHEAT,RYE,BARLEY BARLEY ,CHICKPEA 
CHICKPEA,DRYBEAN DRYBEAN,LENTIL 
LENTIL, POTATO POTATO,GRPEPPER 
GRPEPPER,OLIVE TOBACCO,CITRUS 
GROUNDNUT,TOBACCO APPLE,PEACH 
CITRUS ,APPLE MELON,STRAWBERRY 
PEACH,MELON QUINCE,PISTACHIO 
STRAWBERRY,QUINCE S-MUTTON ,G-MEAT 
PlSTACHIO,S-MUTTON A-MEAT 
G-MEAT,h-MEAT TOMATPASTE,DRY-TEA 
TOMATPASTE,DRY-TEA RAISIN,SH-HAZELNUT 

WHEAT,COTTON 

BEEF,B-MEAT 

ONION, TOMATO RYE,ONION 
COTTON,GRAPE TOMATO,GRAPE 
HAZELNUT HAZELNUT 
OLIVE-OIL OLIVE-QIL 

OLIVE,GROUNDNUT 

SUNFLOWER 
SUGARBEET,A-WOOL 

S-WOOL S-OOOL 

CORN,RICE CORN,RICE 
CUCUMBER,SUNFLOWER CUCUMBER,TEA 
SUGAR BEET, TEA APRICOT ,CHERRY 
APRICOT ,CHERRY WILDCHERRY ,BANANA 
WILDCHERRY,BANANA SOYABEAN, SESAME 
SOYA.BEAN, SESAME S-MILK,S-HIDE 
S-MILK,S-HIDE G-MILK,G-OOOL 
G-MILK,G-WOOL G-HIDE,A-MILK 
G-HIDE,A-MILK A-HIDE, COW-MILK 
A-WOOL,A-HIDE C-HIDE, B-MILK 
BEEF ,COW-MILK B-HIDE, P-MEAT 
C-HIDE, B-MEAT EGGS 
B-MILK, B-HIDE WHEATFLOUR 
P-MEAT, EGGS SUNFLOWER-aIL 
WHEATFLOUR 
SUNFLOWER-OIL 

POLICY IV 

WHEAT,RYE 
BARLEY ,CHICKPEA 
DRYBEAN,LENTIL 
POTATO,ONION 
GRPEPPER, TOMATO 
COTTON, TOBACCO 
CITRUS,GRAPE 
APPLE, PEACH 
MELON ,STRAWBERRY 
PISTACHIO, QUINCE 
S-MUTTON,G-MEAT 
A-MEAT 
TOMATPASTE,DRY-TEA 
RAISIN, SH-HAZELNUT 

BEEF, B-MEAT 
. 

HAZELNUT 
OLIVE-OIL 

OLIVE, GROUND NUT 

SUNFLOWER,A-OOOL 

S-OOOL 

CORN,RICE 
CUCUMBER,SUGARBEET 
TEA,APRICOT 
CHERRY, WILDCHERRY 
BANANA, SOYABEAN 
SESAME, S-MILK 
S-HIDE,G-MILK 
G-WOOL ,G-HIDE 
A-MILK,A-HIDE 
COW-MILK,C-HIDE 
B-MILK,B-HIDE 
P-MEAT, EGGS 
WHEATPLOUR 
SUNFLOWER -o lL 



CHANGE 

EXPANDING 
EXPORTS 

' 

DECREASING 
EXPORTS 

NO TRADE 
TO EXPORTS 

EXPORTS 
TO 

NO TRADE 

EXPORTS 
TO 

IMPORTS 

NO TRADE 
TO 

IMPORTS 

IMPORTS 
TO 

IMPORTS 

NO TRADE 
TO 

NO TRADE 
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TABLE 9 

CHANGING TRADE PATTERNS 

(US $1=47 TL) 

POLICY I POLICY II POLICY III 

RYE ,CHICKPEA RYE,BARLEY RYE,BARLEY 
DRBEAN,ONION CHICKPEA,DRYBEAN CHICKPEA,DRYBEAN 
GRPEPPE'R,CITRUS LENTIL ,POTATO LENTIL ,POTATO 
S-MUTTON,G-MEAT ONION,GRPEPPER ONION,GRPEPPER 
A-MEAT OLIVE, GROUNDNUT OLIVE, TOBACCO 
TOMATPASTE TOBACCO, CITRUS CITRUS ,APPLE 

APPLE,PEACH PEACH,MELON 
MELON,STRAWBERRY STRAWBERRY,QUINCE 
QUINCE,PISTACHIO PISTACHIO,S-MUTTON 
S-MUTTON,G-MEAT G-MEAT ,A-MEAT 
A-MEAT, B-MEAT B-MEAT 
TOMATPASTE ,DRY-TEA TOMATPASTE,DRY-TEA 
RAISIN,SH-HAZELNUT RAISIN,SH-HAZEINUT 

WHEAT WHEAT, COTTON WHEAT, COTTON 

BEEF 
' 

BARLEY ,LENTIL TOMATO, GRAPE TOMATO, GRAPE 
POTATO,TOMATO HAZELNUT ' HAZELNUT 
OLIVE,GROUNDNUT WHEATFLOUR WHEATFLOUR 
CaTION, TOBACCO OLIVE-OlL OLIVE-OIL 
GRAPE ,APPLE 
PEACH,MELON 
STRAWEERRY,QUINCE 
PISTACHIO ,HAZELNUT 
B-MEAT,WHEATFLOUR 
DRY-TEA, RAISIN 
SH-HAZELNUT,OLIVE-OI 

GROUNDNUT 

SUGAR BEET ,A -WOOL 

S-WOOL S-WOOL S-WOOL 

CORN,RICE CORN,RICE CORN,RICE 
CUCUMBER,SUNFLOWER CUCUMBER,SUNFLOWER CUCUMBER,SUNFLOWER 
SUGAR BEET, TEA SUGARBEET, TEA TEA ,APRICOT 
APRICOT,CHERRY APRICOT,CHERRY CHERRY,WILDCHERRY 
WILDCHERRY, BANANA WILDCHERRY, BANANA BANANA, SOYABEAN 
SOY ABEAN, SESAME SOYABEAN, SESAME SESAME, S-MILK 
S-MILK,S-HIDE S-MILK, S-HIDE S-HIDE,G-MILK 
G-MILK,G-WOOL ,G-HIDE G-MILK,G-WOOL ,c-HIDE G-WOOL,G-HIDE 
A-WOOL,A-HIDE,A-MILK A-WOOL,A-HIDE ,~-MILK A-MILK,A-HIDE 
BEEF, COW-MILK BEEF ,COW-MILK COW-MILK,C-HIDE 
C-HIDE, B-MILK C-HIDE,B-MILK B-MILK, B-HIDE 
B-HIDE,P-MEAT B-HIDE,P-MEAT P-MEAT ,EGGS 
EGGS EGGS 
SUNFLOWER-OIL SUNFLOWER-OIL SUNFLOWER-OIL 

POLICY IV 

WHEAT,RYE 
BARLEY,CHICKPEA 
DRYBEAN, LENTIL 
POTATO,ONION 
GRPEPPER,TOMATO 
OLIVE,COTION 
TOBACCO, CITRUS 
GRAPE ,APPLE 
PEACH, MELON 
STRAWBERRY,QUINCE 
PISTACHIO,S-MUTTON 
G-MEAT ,A-MEAT 
B-MEAT 
TOMATPASTE,DRY-TEA 
RAISIN,SH-HAZELNUT 

BEEF 

HAZELNUT 
WHEATFLOUR 
OLIVE-OIL 

GROUl<DNUT 

A-WOOL 

S-WOOL 

CORN,RICE 
CUCUMBER,SUNFLOWER 
SUGAR BEET, TEA 
APRICOT ,CHERRY 
WILDCHERRY,BANANA 
SOYA BEAN, SESAME 
S-MILK, S-HIDE 
G-MILK,G-WOOL 
G-HIDE,A-MILK 
A-HIDE,COW-MILK 
C-HIDE, B-MILK 
B-RIDE ,P-MEAT 
EGGS 
SUNFLOWER-OIL 



Production 

Grains 3,669 
(+27) 

Pulses 837 
(+76.9) 

Vegetables 5,668 
(47.8) 

Fruits and .. Nuts 4,563 
(23.8) 

Oil Crops 746 
(+9.5) 

Industrial Crops 1,745 
(+13.1} 

Livestock Products 5,225 
(+1.6) 

Total 22,453 
(+23) 

TABLE 10 

ALTERNATiVE TRADE POLICIES AT US i =35 TL. 

(US S Mill ion ) 

Policy II Policx III 
Net 

_fonsumption Trade Production Consume,tion 

2,087 924.8 3,654 2,085 
(-1.4) (11) (+26.5) (-1.5) 

355 388.0 . 837 355 
(-6.8) (5) (+76.9) ( -6.8) 

3,712 825.2 6,077 3, 713 
(-1.8) (56) (+58,5) (-1.8) 

3,129 215.7 4,563 3,129 
(-0.3) (5) (+23.8) (-Q.4) 

550 165.7 505 596 
(+5.2) (32) ( -25.9) (+6.8) 

1,141 534.5 1,749 1,137 
( -4. 7} (!} (+13,3) (-5) 

4,321 524.6 5,219 4,954 
(-4.2) (5) (+1.5) (+9.8) 

15,295 3,378.5 22,604 15.969 
(-2.5) (5) (+23.9) (+1.8) 

Polic~ IV 
Net Net 

Trade Production Consumetion Trade 

913.4 3,362 2,150 520.2 
(11) (+16.4) (+1.6) (6) 

388.0 757 379 304.9 
(5) (+60) ( -0.5) (4} 

971.9 4,115 3,781 224.6 
( 66) (+7.3) (0) (15) 

215.7 4,065 3,129 186.8 
(5) (+10.3) ( -0.4) (4) 

-53.6 450 596 -87.6 
( -) ( -33.9) (+6.8) (-) 

541.7 1,909 1,159 731.9 
(2) (+23.7} ( -3.2) (2) 

380.2 5,219 4,954 380.2 
(6) (+1.5) ( +9.8) ( 5) 

3,357.3 19,876 16,148 2,261.2 
(5) (+8.9) (+3) (3) 

Note: Numbers in parentheses represent percentage change from base solution. lklder net trade theae numbera repreaent ratios. 

I .,. 
Ln 
I 



Production 

Grains 2,830 
(+24.3) 

Pulses 623 
(+78.5) 

Vegetables 4, 952 
(+73.7) 

Fruits and Nuts 3,396 
(+23.7) 

Oil Crops 545 
. (+9.2) 

Industrial Crops 1,307 
(+13.4) 

Livestock Products 3,809 
< -o. 5) 

Total 17,462 
(+27.5) 

TABLE 11 

ALTERNATiVE TRADE POLICIES AT US $= 47 TL. 

( US g Million ) 

Policy II Polic;! III 
il'ei: Net 

Consumption Trade Production ConsumE:tion Trade 

1,547 1,054.4 2,861 1,571 1,056.3 
(-4) (7) (+25.6) (-2.5) (7) 

244 411.4 623 244 411.4 
(-12.9) (6) ( +78.5) (-12.9) (6) 

2,679 1,234.7 4,964 2,67.7 1,244.7 
(-4.5) (84) (+74.1) ( -4.6) (85) 

2,296 253.9 3,397. 7 2,259 253.9 
(-1.7) (6) (+23. 7) (-3.3) (6) 

360 189.6 420 431 -9.4 
(-11.5) (40) (-15,8) (+5.9) (-) 

750 632.6 1,314 753 639.4 
( -15) (2) (+14) (-14.6) (2) 

2,995 572.5 3,887 3,434 794.6 
(-10.1) (7) (+1.6) (+3.1) ( 10) 

10,871 4,349.1 17,466 11,369 4,390.9 
( -6. 7) (6) (+27 .5) (-2.5) (6) 

Pol1cr IV 

Production ConsumEtion 

2, 734 1,600 
(+20.1) (-o.7) 

556 272 
(+59.3) (-2.9) 

3,060 2,811 
(+7.3) (+0.2) 

3,026 2,313 
(+10.2) (-1) 

422 433 
(-15.4) (+6.4) 

1,423 821 
(+23.4) (-6.9) 

3,887 3,434 
(+1.6) (+3.1) 

15,107 11,684 
(+10.3) ( +0. 3) 

Note: Numbers in parentheses represent percentage change from base solution. Under net trade these numbers represent ratios. 

J 

Net 
Trade 

784.1 
( 5) 

307.9 
(4) 

I 

224.6 -" 
"' (15) I 

205.8 
(5) 

-9.5 
(-) 

731.9 
(2) 

794.6 
( 10) 

3,039.3 
(4) 

'' 
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